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Chapter 2911
“Thank you!”
Seeing Mu Xixi, Yue Feng showed a smile and thanked him sincerely.
Yue Feng knew that Mu Xixi had been helping everyone during this time.
Mu Xixi smiled, and then said seriously: “Don’t be so polite. During this time, I tried a lot
of methods and found a lot of elixir for everyone, but they didn’t work!”
“Yue Feng, you are concocting alchemy. One technique has high attainments, is there
any way to make everyone regain their strength?”
Shuh!
The words fell, and the surrounding Ren Yingying, Sun Dasheng and others all focused
on Yue Feng, looking forward to it.
That’s right, Yue Feng’s accomplishments in alchemy, no one in Kyushu can compete
with him, he must have a way.
“I…”
Facing everyone’s gaze, Yue Feng smiled bitterly, shook his head and said, “This is the
first time I have encountered this situation! But don’t worry, let me think about it.”
When he said this, Yue Feng’s face was calm, but his heart was secretly anxious.
Ma De, this horn is really insidious. He even got a San Gong elixirs out of it, but he
never recorded it in his Wuji elixirs.
Speaking of which, Yue Feng wanted to try refining the antidote, but he quickly
dismissed the idea.
Three years ago, Zhou Qin caught the people of the Ouyang family and gave them
Heitian Pill. At that time, he was too confident, thinking that the efficacy of Heitian Pill
was similar to Tongtian Pill, so he hurriedly refined the medicine for everyone to take,
but everyone was again Dizziness and stomach pain.
With the last lesson, Yue Feng did not dare to take any more risks.
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“How?”
Seeing that Yue Feng didn’t speak for a long time, Mu Xixi couldn’t help but ask, “Is
there a way?”
Yue Feng took a deep breath and shook his head.
This….
seeing this scene, Ren Yingying and everyone are a little lost.
Even Yue Feng is helpless. Could it be that he, like himself, will never regain his
strength in a lifetime?
The next second, Yue Feng thought of something, his eyes flashed, and he said, “I can’t
help it, but Senior Shennong can definitely, but three years ago, he and Brother
Shennong went back to Buzhou Mountain to live in seclusion. Buzhou Mountain
stretches for thousands of miles. It’s too big, it’s too difficult to find them!”
When he said this, Yue Feng couldn’t help thinking of Zhu Bajie.
At that time, in the underground passage of the Beiying Palace, Yue Feng was pursued
by Chang’e who lost his mind. He happened to meet Zhu Bajie, and with the help of Zhu
Bajie, he subdued Chang’e.
At that time, considering Chang’e’s condition, Zhu Bajie took Chang’e to Buzhou
Mountain to find Shennong. Now half a month has passed, and he doesn’t know what
the situation is.
“Fengzi!” Sun Dasheng was speechless: “Didn’t you say this?”
Even if he knew that Shennong had a solution, but he couldn’t find a place to hide,
wouldn’t it be in vain?
Yue Feng scratched his head, and suddenly a light flashed: “Besides Shennong, there
is another person!”
“Who?”
Hearing this, everyone around them asked in unison.
Yue Feng showed a smile: “The head of the Holy Sect, Lu Dongbin!”
Lu Dongbin is a first-generation master of Taoism. He has a broad understanding of
ancient and modern times, and his strength is strong. Even Yang Jian back then was
afraid of three points. There must be a way to heal everyone.

However, when he left the Holy Sect, Lu Dongbin seemed to be controlled by Xie
Liuyun. Moreover, Xie Liuyun had a holiday with himself, and it would be difficult to
know the whereabouts of Lu Dongbin from his mouth.
But anyway, finding Lu Dongbin was less difficult than finding Shennong.
Yes, go to the Holy Sect!
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng’s eyes gradually became firmer.
After making up his mind, Yue Feng did not hesitate to greet Ren Yingying and
everyone, and immediately set off, rushing towards the Northern Ying Continent.
At this time, Yue Feng didn’t know that Lu Dongbin was not controlled by Xie Liuyun,
but was locked in the illusory realm in the Qiankun pot.
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After a few hours, finally arrived at the border of the Northern Ying mainland.
“Yue Feng!”
At this moment, Mu Xixi looked in the direction of Buzhou Mountain, and said softly,
“How about this, let’s divide our troops in two ways, and Song Qian and I will go to
Buzhou Mountain to find Senior Shennong, you guys Continue to go to the Holy Sect,
so as not to waste time.”
Hearing this, Yue Feng thought for a while, nodded and said, “That’s fine! But be
careful.”
Recently, the power of Hades has been very active in Kyushu, although Mu Xi Xi’s
power is very strong, but she and Song Qian are just two people, it’s always good to be
careful.
After it was agreed, Mu Xixi took Song Qian away and rushed towards Buzhou
Mountain.
…..
At this moment, on the other side, there is the general altar of the Wutian Organization.
Half a month ago, Zhang Jiao held the Supreme Conference in the name of Chang’e in
the back palace. As a result, at a critical moment, he was destroyed by Jed and
everyone. Not only that, but almost all the major sects were captured alive. Among
them, there are many Wutian organizations. Elite.

Later, Yue Feng and a mysterious woman appeared and defeated Jed, Wutian
Organization and major sects, and they were saved.
The Wutian Organization is huge, and its disciples are all over the Kyushu. Although
they suffered such setbacks, they did not hurt their vitality. However, during this time,
there has been no news of Zhang Jiao. The entire Wutian Organization can be said to
be a group of dragons without a leader.
At this time, the main altar hall was crowded with people, almost all the altar masters of
the sub-altars came, and at the same time, there were also Zhang Jiao’s two
apprentices, Shen Fei and Su Li.
There is no news about Zhang Jiao, and Wutian organizes a mess of sand. Today,
everyone gathered together to discuss what to do!
“Everyone!”
At this moment, Shen Fei looked around and said slowly: “Master’s whereabouts are
unknown, our five-day organization can’t be without a leader for a day, let’s all
recommend it and choose an agent leader!
” Su Li nodded and said, “Yes, after you have chosen the acting head, you will quickly
send someone to look for your master. I think that Senior Brother Shen Fei, regardless
of his ability or strength, is more than enough to be the acting head!”
Wow!
The voice fell, the entire hall was in an uproar, and many people nodded in agreement.
“It is most suitable to have Shen Fei as the acting head!”
“Yes, he is the master’s apprentice, and his strength is obvious to all.”
“Just choose Shen Fei!”
After everyone’s words came, Shen Fei showed a smile, very uplifting.
Squeak!
However, at this moment, the door of the main hall was suddenly pushed open from the
outside, and the movement came, and everyone looked over.
At the door of the main hall, a slim figure walked in slowly.
A long black and red dress set off a charming and charming curve. The facial features
are exquisite, but there is a coldness that cannot be blasphemed. It is Yu Wenyan.

What?
At this moment, whether it was Shen Fei or Su Li, everyone was stunned.
How did she come? Two months ago, Yu Wenyan was attacked by Zhang Jiao, and he
was severely injured. He left in embarrassment. The entire Wutian Organization knew
that, but now, everyone feels Yu Wenyan’s aura, and his strength seems to be much
stronger than before.
Aware of everyone’s expressions, Yu Wenyan showed a sneer.
Yes, this time, Yu Wenyan is going to take back everything he lost.
The Wutian Organization was originally founded by Yu Wenyan and Zhang Jiao, but
after the development and growth, Zhang Jiao used despicable means to plot against
Yu Wenyan in order to take the power. The Wutian Organization came directly to hold a
secret meeting at the main altar.
“Shen Fei!”
At this time, Yu Wenyan glanced at Shen Fei lightly, and said indifferently, “With your
strength, you are also qualified to be the head?”
Shuh!
Hearing this, Shen Fei’s face was extremely embarrassed. He wanted to refute a few
words, but he could sense Yu Wenyan’s powerful aura, but he didn’t know how to
speak!
Yu Wenyan didn’t care about Shen Fei’s expression, looked around, and said to the
various altar masters present: “Zhang Jiao has done all the bad things, maybe he has
already gotten his retribution, so you can’t find him, and I am the best. Qualified to be
the head.”
Phew…
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At this moment, the entire hall was silent.
Immediately, an altar master suddenly came out, knelt down in front of Yu Wenyan in
public, and said loudly: “My subordinates see the head!”
The Wutian Organization was originally established by Yu Wenyan and Zhang Jiao.
Zhang Jiao was not there, naturally Managed by Yu Wenyan. More importantly,
Yuwenyan has a strong aura, who would dare to challenge her.

“My subordinates see the Sect Master!”
Someone took the lead, and the others did not hesitate. In an instant, a large crowd of
knees knelt in the entire hall.
Made!
Seeing this scene, Shen Fei and Su Li were both shocked and angry, standing there
motionless. Looking at Yu Wenyan coldly, his face was full of dissatisfaction.
“You two don’t agree?” Yu Wenyan frowned and said coldly.
“Of course!”
Shen Fei took a deep breath and took a step forward with courage: “Yu Wenyan, when
you were kicked out of the main altar by my master, you were no longer a member of
the Wutian Organization. What qualifications do you have to be the head?
” As soon as he landed, Xu Li, who was beside him, couldn’t help but sneer, with a face
full of disdain: “Yu Wenyan, when my master was here, you hid and did not dare to
come out, now that my master is gone, you want to snatch the head. Your position, let
me tell you, with my senior brother and I here today, don’t try to succeed!” As the
voice fell, Xu Li’s suburbs flashed and rushed over, suddenly slapped Yu Wenyan with a
slap!
At the same time, he shouted tenderly: “Senior brother, let’s go together!”
This….
Seeing this scene, everyone was stunned!
No one expected that Su Li would make such a decisive move!
But on second thought, Shen Fei and Su Li were both direct disciples of Zhang Jiao,
and they were very powerful. At this time, if the two joined forces, they might really be
able to defeat Yu Wenyan.
“Here!” Shen Fei did not hesitate at all, his figure flashed, and together with Su Li, he
came towards Yu Wenyan.
hum.
The two erupted together, and the air in the hall seemed to be distorted.

To be honest, if it was before, Shen Fei and Su Li would not have the guts to start with
Yu Wenyan, but during this time, the two have taken a lot of elixir and their strength has
improved a lot. , in the Wutian organization to establish a prestige.
“You are courting death!”
Seeing that the two brothers and sisters were rushing over together, Yu Wenyan
frowned, and there was an icy light in his eyes.
“Touch!” The
three of them put their hands together and heard a dull vibration. Shen Fei and Su Li
both felt a strong force coming, and they retreated almost at the same time. Their faces
were instantly pale.
Obviously, this palm, after all, Yu Wenyan has the upper hand. After all, Yu Wenyan
was once a famous figure in the Yellow Sea Continent, and his background was not
comparable to Shen Fei.
Stabilizing their figures, Shen Fei and Su Li were both shocked.
Unexpectedly, this Yu Wenyan looks delicate, yet his strength is so powerful!
And at this moment, before the two of them recovered, Yu Wenyan smiled
contemptuously, his delicate body flashed, and when he came to Shen Fei, he slapped
him directly in the face!
“Crack!”
Yu Wenyan used all his strength for this slap! I saw Shen Fei groaning, his face pale,
and he flew out more than 20 meters and spit out several mouthfuls of blood.
Yu Wenyan had an arrogant personality, and seeing Shen Fei dissatisfied with himself
in public, of course he would not easily spare him.
“Senior brother!”
Seeing this scene, Su Li couldn’t help shouting, and she was about to help Shen Fei,
but at this moment, Yu Wenyan had a frosty face and walked directly in front of Su Li,
also slapped over. !
Su Li’s delicate body trembled, and instinctively wanted to resist. But Yu Wenyan was
too fast to react in time!
“Clap!”

This slap also directly slapped Su Li, flying more than ten meters away, and finally
landed next to Shen Fei.
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Hiss!
Seeing this scene, everyone around took a deep breath!
This… Yu Wenyan is too strong, Shen Fei and Su Li have joined forces, and they have
no power to resist.
Click!
At this moment, with a crisp sound, a long sword appeared in Yu Wenyan’s hand, her
pretty face was cold, and she approached Shen Fei and Xu Li step by step: “Since the
two of you don’t obey me, I don’t need to keep you both. It ‘s over.”
Hearing this, Shen Fei and Su Li’s expressions changed, and they were terrified.
Especially Shen Fei, who was dripping with cold sweat, and instantly lost his previous
arrogance.
Pfft!
The next second, Shen Fei and Xu Li looked at each other, knelt down in unison, and
begged for mercy: “Forgive your life, Sect Leader, forgive your life, from today onwards,
our brothers and sisters are willing to follow…”
Saying this Knowing the goods, Shen Fei almost wanted to cry without tears!
I thought that Yu Wenyan was Master’s defeated general, and that he and Su Li could
easily deal with it, but he didn’t expect that the other party was so strong.
Hearing the two begging for mercy, Yu Wenyan was expressionless.
A few seconds later, Yu Wenyan breathed a sigh of relief, and said coldly: “In this case,
I will kill you two, but you have memorized it clearly, and if you dare to disrespect me in
the future, I will definitely kill you both. One, smashed to ashes!”
Seriously, this pair of senior brothers and sisters, in front of so many people, openly
opposed themselves, and they should have directly killed them to establish their
prestige. But as soon as he regained control of the Wutian Organization, he stained the
hall with blood, I’m afraid it’s not right.

More importantly, these two are Zhang Jiao’s apprentices, and they will be useful in the
future.
call..
At this moment, Shen Fei breathed a sigh of relief, wiped the cold sweat off his
forehead, and thanked him repeatedly: “Thank you, Sect Master, thank Sect Master…”
Su Li, who was next to him, was also secretly grateful.
After speaking, the two brothers and sisters stood up cautiously, not daring to let out the
air.
For a while, the hall returned to silence, but the silence made people feel depressed.
“Sect Master.”
At this time, an elite disciple walked in and said respectfully to Yu Wenyan: “I just got
the news that Yue Feng took everyone from the Ouyang family to the Northern Ying
Continent, and seemed to think of the Holy Sect asking for elixir. …”
The disciples of the Wutian Organization are all over the place, and they are almost
familiar with the affairs of the rivers and lakes.
Yue Feng!
At this moment, upon hearing Yue Feng’s name, Yu Wenyan’s beautiful face suddenly
showed a trace of complexity and resentment.
At that time, Zhang Jiao plotted against himself and took a drug for himself. At a critical
moment, Yue Feng took him away, but in the end, his innocence was sullied by Yue
Feng.
Although there are some coincidences in this matter, Yu Wenyan is arrogant and
considers innocence more important than his life, so he has always held a grudge in his
heart. It can be said that he always wanted to kill Yue Feng and relieve the hatred in his
heart. .
“I see!”
Finally, Yu Wenyan’s red lips parted lightly, and he waved his hand gently: “You all step
back!”
When he said this, Yu Wenyan’s face was calm, but there was a hint of gloom in his
eyes.

Speaking of which, Yu Wenyan really wanted to take the elite of the Wutian
Organization to kill Yue Feng, but he must not let too many people know about his
innocence taken away by Yue Feng.
“Yes, Sect Master!”
Hearing the order, everyone in the hall slowly exited the hall!
Seeing everyone leave, Yu Wenyan immediately wrote a letter and ordered someone to
send it to Xiyan Pavilion as soon as possible.
Yes, Yu Wenyan is going to ask the pavilion master of Xiyan Pavilion to help.
Yu Wenyan figured it out, fighting alone, not Yue Feng’s opponent, but as long as he
joins forces with his sister, he will surely succeed in revenge!
…
On the other side, Yue Feng took Ren Yingying and others, and after a long journey of
more than ten hours, they finally came to the vicinity of the Holy Sect!
call!
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At this moment, Yue Feng looked not far away, and the Jian ethnic group on the top of
the mountain was looming in the clouds and mist, like a fairyland, and he was full of
emotion.
At the same time, Yue Feng also thought of Mu Qingyue.
When they escaped from the Holy Sect at that time, I and my master Mu Qingyue used
the divine talisman and were sent to different places. Now nearly half a month has
passed, and I don’t know what happened to Mu Qingyue.
In addition, Xie Liuyun became the head of the Sect and controlled the Holy Sect, so he
would definitely not tell him the news of Lu Dongbin. In this case, going straight up will
definitely get nothing.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng looked back at Ren Yingying and the others: “You guys
rest first, I’ll go check the news!”
Yingying and the Great Sage had no inner strength, so they took them up hastily. If
there was a conflict with Xie Liuyun, they would definitely There are a lot of troubles, or
you are alone, go check it out first to be safer.

Hearing this, Ren Yingying, Sun Dasheng and others nodded.
At the same time, Ren Yingying couldn’t help but softly said: “Be careful!”
Yue Feng responded, then took a deep breath, and quietly walked towards the main
altar of the Holy Sect while taking advantage of the night.
Um?
When approaching the foot of Shengzong Mountain, Yue Feng suddenly stopped,
feeling that something was wrong.
“Yue Feng is dead!” The
voice fell, and I saw two charming figures, suddenly rushing out of the woods, holding a
long sword, and heading straight for Yue Feng! Obviously, it has been waiting here for a
long time.
What the hell! Xie Liuyun knew that he was coming, so he sent people to ambush in
advance?
Yue Feng was startled, and quickly avoided it, then looked carefully, and was stunned!
I saw two women in front of me, one cold and arrogant, the other charming.
It was Yu Wenyan and the pavilion master of Xiyan Pavilion.
“Pavilion Lord!”
Finally, Yue Feng reacted and looked at the pavilion owner with a smile: “I parted ways
in the Yellow Sea Continent back then, and unknowingly, more than three years have
passed, but I didn’t expect the pavilion owner to become more and more charming.
” At that time, Yue Feng looked relaxed.
Hearing this, the pavilion’s face flushed and he was very embarrassed: “Yue Feng, you
scum, I originally admired you very much, but I didn’t expect that you insulted my
sister’s innocence, and I have to kill you today.
Yu Wenyan next to him, with resentment flashing in his eyes: “Sister, don’t talk
nonsense with him!” At
this time, Yu Wenyan was very excited. He thought that he was sending a message to
his sister. Intercepted Yue Feng, but he didn’t expect that he really met here.

It seems that this is God’s will, no matter what today, Yue Feng will be killed to relieve
the hatred in his heart.
It was because of this!
Yue Feng let out a long breath. Feeling the resentment in Yu Wenyan’s eyes, he didn’t
know whether to laugh or cry.
Nima, that kind of relationship with Yu Wenyan at that time was purely a coincidence. At
that time, Yu Wenyan was drugged by Zhang Jiao, and he was completely irrational. In
other words, he was completely passive at the time!
But this woman believes that she has destroyed her, which is unreasonable!
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng sighed: “Yu Wenyan, I will definitely give you an
explanation about the two of us, but I have important things to do right now.”
“I hope you two can let go, okay? “
Yingying and Dasheng are still waiting for their news.
“Stop rhetoric with me!” Yu Wenyan’s face was frosty, too lazy to talk nonsense, the
words fell, and the jade hand clenched the long sword, and quickly stabbed at Yue
Feng.
call!
This sword contains ten successes of Yu Wenyan! It can be clearly seen that wherever
the long sword passes, the surrounding air seems to be distorted!
At the same time, the pavilion master next to him also gave a coquettish shout and
slapped Yue Feng with a palm!
Yue Feng smiled coldly, standing there as steady as Mount Tai!
“Hey, why bother?”
Seeing the two sisters attacking at the same time, Yue Feng sighed softly, at the same
time urging his figure to avoid the pavilion master’s long sword and dodge directly to the
pavilion owner’s side.

